
 

Cesaral Mental Frisbee by PITATA

We finally made it.

The Cesaral Mental Frisbee is now ready!

We believe that it is truly innovative and shining work. We have spent countless
efforts to build and refine it, and finally simplified and now present it to you in the
form of an Ordinary-Looking frisbee. Hope you will enjoy it.

What is the Cesaral Mental Frisbee?

The Cesaral Mental Frisbee (CMF) is a Magic & Tech device with an integrated
accelerometer and ultra-long range wireless transmitter. It can transmit the
audience member's selection to the receiver so that the performer obtains the
information in real-time.

This is an unprecedented device that may completely change the way you open
your show.

Using a frisbee to select a random audience member is a familiar procedure for
magicians and mentalists, but the frisbee itself is usually purposeless apart from
being tossed to the audience member. With the CMF, the frisbee itself is used to
perform a formal and professional level mind-reading effect, transforming the
most uneventful and time-consuming audience selection process into a highlight
of your show.

7 KEY INFORMATION YOU MIGHT INTERESTED:

1. Highly customizable:

The sticker on the surface of the frisbee can be replaced with any symbol
selection of choices you want. Numbers, ESP symbols, zodiac signs, animals,
locations, fruits, characters, brands...even the product line of your corporate
clients.

2. Powerful routines provided

We included powerful routines for the Cesaral Mental Frisbee;
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Here are some routines ideas, all of which are quite strong:

Classic Mind-Reading: Reveal the audience member's selected symbol directly,
or leave it as a follow-up reveal or call back.

Color Matching: Perform a brushless and highly interactive color match routine
with the included colored stickers.

Bonus - Triple Mind Reading: Use two extra colored Frisbees to perform a
magical three-person mind reading, and at the end, you can also give away the
colored Frisbees.

3. Highly realistic appearance

The outer shell is exactly that of an actual frisbee. As far as your audience can
tell, it is a real frisbee. A real Frisbee weighs 200g, and the CMF weighs 280g.

4. Unprecedented transmission range:

The CMF's signal uses 433 MHz and can travel up to 100 meters, allowing it to
be performed across almost any stage.

5. Well-designed receiver:

The receiver has dual means of a display screen plus vibration haptic feedback.
The vibration pulse is coded similarly to Roman numerals. No matter what the
number is, it can be obtained in seconds.

6. Switchable performance modes:

The performance mode settings on the frisbee can be switched between 6 or 12
zones to suit your performance needs.

7. Tested for durability:

The Frisbee has been drop-tested vigorously on concrete floors. Even if the
audience misses catching it during your performance, there is no need to worry.
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Includes:

The gimmick Frisbee X 1
The receiver X 1
Wireless charger X 1
Charging cable X 1
Stickers for color match (6 colors/20 each)
Zodiac sticker X 1
Animal sticker X 1
Fruit sticker X 1

Measurements:

Size: Frisbee 30mm X 280mm,
Receiver 16mm X 25mm X 46mm,
Round sticker 195mm.
Weight: Frisbee 280g, receiver 14g.
Standby time: Frisbee 8 hours, receiver 5 hours.
Maximum signal range: ~100 m

SAFETY FRIST:

If you are not sure about your skill of throwing a frisbee or the audience is really
too far away. You could give it to someone in the first row and pass the frisbee to
the others until they want to stop.

WARRANTY:

PITATA products are professionally produced with expert quality control.

PITATA tests each item individually before shipping to ensure perfect
functionality. But in case something may be damaged during shipping or an item
may arrive defective, we will exchange the item for a new one.

Enjoy and get yours now!

Signal Range Test and the Violence Test:

For the signal range test and the violence test/drop test videos of the Cesaral
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Mental Frisbee. You can contact pitatamagic@gmail.com for videos. The result is
far better than our expectations and you will be amazed.

"It's incredible. It's Impossible."
- Wizard Magic Review! (David- 95%, Wayne - 95%, Paul - 94%)
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